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Summary
It is generally believed that attention enhances the process-
ing of sensory information during perception and learning
[1–3]. Here we report that, contrary to common belief, atten-
tion limits the degree of plasticity induced by repeated expo-
sure to image features. Specifically, daily exposure to
oriented stimuli that are not linked to a specific task causes
an orientation-specific improvement in perceptual perfor-
mance along the ‘‘exposed’’ axes. This effect is modulated
by attention: human subjects showed a larger improvement
in orientation discrimination when attention is directed
toward the location where stimuli are presented. However,
the capacity to perform discriminations away from the
exposed orientation is enhanced when the exposure stimuli
are unattended. Importantly, the improvement in orientation
discrimination at the unattended location leads to a robust
enhancement in the discrimination of complex stimuli,
such as natural texture images, with orientation components
along the exposed axes, whereas the improvement in orien-
tation discrimination at the attended location exhibits only
weak transfer to complex stimuli. These results indicate
that sensory adaptation by passive stimulus exposure
[4–10] should be viewed as a form of perceptual learning
that is complementary to practice-based learning in that it
reduces constraints on generalization.
Results
The brain is constantly bombarded with vast amounts of
sensory information. Given that information processing is
computationally and metabolically demanding, the brain prior-
itizes stimulus processing by using attentional mechanisms to
detect and select relevant information. Until recently, it has
been generally believed that spatial attention is a key prerequi-
site of perception and learning. However, it is increasingly
being acknowledged that even stimuli that are unattended or
presented below the detectability threshold are able to influ-
ence behavioral decisions [5, 10] and induce learning [9] in
most sensory modalities, such as vision (subliminal stimuli
[5, 8–10]), audition [4], and somatosensation [6, 7] (suprathres-
hold stimuli). Examining how sensory systems respond to
attended and unattended information is fundamental for
understanding how the brain adapts to different types of
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Medicine and Pharmacy, Iasi 6600, Romaniaenvironmental stimuli to efficiently process information. Unfor-
tunately, despite recent progress in our understanding of how
attended information is processed in the brain, whether and
how spatial attention modulates the capacity of sensory
systems to exhibit plasticity is poorly understood. We
addressed this issue in the context of the visual system by
investigating a particular form of plasticity induced by repeated
exposure to a stimulus, known as task-independent, or expo-
sure, learning [9]. Thus, despite the fact that exposure learning
is a ubiquitous form of plasticity, whether the visual system
adapts as a result of suprathreshold stimulus exposure has
been only rarely examined. Our hypothesis is that spatial atten-
tion directed toward the stimuli presented during stimulus
exposure enhances low-level feature plasticity but impairs
the generalization of learning performance to new stimuli.
Exposure Phase
We conducted daily exposure sessions (lasting 3 min each) fol-
lowed by orientation-discrimination tests. In brief, human
subjects fixated a small dot in the center of a computer screen
while rapidly alternating oriented sine-wave gratings separated
by 200 ms blank intervals were flashed for 200 ms each
(Figure 1A). Stimuli were simultaneously presented at three
different spatial locations (attended, unattended, and control).
At the attended and unattended locations, stimuli consisted
of alternating, orthogonal gratings (60 and 150; pilot studies
were conducted with 45/135 gratings with similar results).
Concurrent with the stimuli at the attended and unattended
locations, random orientations were flashed at a control loca-
tion (at the same retinal eccentricity as the attended and unat-
tended locations) in order to test the stimulus specificity of
the exposure-induced learning performance. At each of the
attended and unattended locations, a small fraction of the
stimuli (10%) were presented at a lower contrast than the rest
(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures available online).
At the attended location, subjects were asked to detect the
low-contrast gratings by pressing a key within 1 s after stimulus
disappearance. At the unattended location, which was
symmetric with respect to the fixation point, gratings were pre-
sented in the same sequence as at the attended location, but
subjects were instructed to ignore (or not attend) the low-
contrast stimuli. Importantly, although the same number of
low-contrast gratings was presented at the unattended loca-
tion, they were uncorrelated with those at the attended location.
Orientation Discrimination
To measure the extent to which exposure to orientation
sequences influences perceptual discrimination performance,
we asked subjects to perform orientation discriminations
around one of the exposed orientation axes (i.e., 60) at each
of the three locations (attended, unattended, and control,
Figure 1B). Perceptually, short-term exposure (seconds to
minutes) to a fixed oriented grating has been shown to improve
orientation-discrimination performance around the adapting
orientation [11, 12]. However, whether the orientation-discrim-
ination performance changes systematically across days
of exposure, and whether it interacts with spatial attention,
has never been examined. We found that the postexposure
Figure 1. Exposure Paradigm
(A) The exposure phase consisted of successive presentations of specific orientations (3 circular sine-wave gratings) that were flashed for 200 ms each at
three locations for 3 min. At the attended and unattended locations, the grating orientation was sequentially alternated between 60 and 150, whereas at the
control location the orientation was randomly chosen for each of the 200 ms presentations. We controlled attention by asking subjects to press a key each
time they perceived a low-contrast grating (marked on the figure by the black dotted circle; letters ‘‘L’’ and ‘‘H’’ denote the high- and low-contrast gratings;
10% of the stimuli at each location were presented at low contrast).
(B) The exposure stage was followed by a delayed match-to-sample orientation-discrimination task around the exposure orientations that was performed at
each of the three locations. The first stimulus (target grating) had an orientation that always matched one of the exposed orientations (i.e., 60), whereas the
second stimulus (test grating) had a random orientation that was within 8 of the target. In 50% of the trials the test was the same as the target. At the end of
each trial, subjects had 1 s to press a key whenever the target and test stimuli had the same orientation.
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modulated by attention. Figures 2A and 2B show the psycho-
metric curves of two subjects obtained by averaging their
performances in the last four exposure sessions. The average
threshold after exposure at the attended and unattended loca-
tions was lower than that at the control location (subject
AN: changes in threshold were 49% and 29%; subject
VA: 51% and 39%). Across subjects, we found that although
the initial discrimination thresholds at the three locations
were statistically indistinguishable [F(2,24) = 1.57, p > 0.2,
one-way ANOVA] there was a gradual improvement in orienta-
tion-discrimination performance at all three locations during
the time course of training [F(9,72) = 7.12, p < 1026, two-way
repeated-measures ANOVA]. Importantly, the performance at
the attended location was improved to a greater extent than
that at the unattended [F(1,8) = 6.64, p < 0.05, ANOVA test]
and control locations [F(1,8) = 6.31, p < 0.05]. After the sixth
session, we did not find any further decrease in the discrimina-
tion threshold [F(3,24) = 0.74, p > 0.5, two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA]. The plateau performance showed a cleareffect depending on the experimental condition [Figure 2D;
F(2,105) = 9.81, p < 0.001, ANOVA test], i.e., attention caused
a 30% decrease in discrimination threshold relative to the
control condition (p < 1024, post-hoc paired t test) and an
18% decrease relative to the unattended condition (p <
0.005; exposure at the unattended location caused a 19%
improvement in discrimination threshold relative to the control
location, p < 0.01). Taken together, the results in Figure 2
demonstrate that repetitive exposure to oriented gratings
improves orientation-discrimination performance and that
spatial attention enhances the degree of plasticity.
Stimulus Generalization
Does attention alter the capacity of exposure-induced learning
to generalize to other stimuli than those presented during
exposure? Generalization is a key property of learning and is
defined as a transfer of the improvement in perceptual perfor-
mance achieved through training to new stimuli. Classical
perceptual-learning theories postulate the specificity of
learning for the simple stimuli presented during training,
Figure 2. Changes in Discrimination Threshold
after Orientation Exposure at the Attended and
Unattended Locations
(A and B) Psychometric curves of two subjects
computed for the last four sessions. Both subjects
had lower discrimination thresholds at the at-
tended and unattended locations compared to
the control location (unattended versus control:
AN = 29%, VA = 39%; attended versus control:
AN = 49%, VA = 51%). There was a lower discri-
mination threshold at the attended location
(attended versus unattended: AN = 29%, VA =
19%). Circles representdiscrimination thresholds.
(C)Gradual increase indiscriminationperformance
across sessions for all the subjects. Subjects
showed differential performance depending on
the location at which the exposure stimuli were
presented: discrimination thresholds were lower
for the attended location and were persistent after
the exposure stage.
(D) Exposure at the attended location leads to
a lower orientation-discrimination threshold than
exposure at the unattended location (control
versus unattended:19%; control versus attended:
30%; unattended versus attended: 18%). Blue
represents unattended location, red represents
attended location, and black represents control
location (*p < 0.01; **p < 0.005; ***p < 0.0001,
paired t test). Error bars represent SEM.
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generalization to more complex stimuli. Indeed, there has
been little evidence that practice-based learning leads to
improvement in discrimination performance beyond the local
stimulus configuration during task practice [3, 13–21]. In those
studies, however, generalization was assessed for specific
tasks that always required attention.
We tested whether the improvement in orientation discrimi-
nation after exposure would spread to other orientations than
those presented during exposure. Six subjects were first
exposed for ten 3 min sessions to a sequence of iso-oriented
gratings (60 followed by blank; we chose a nonalternating
sequence to prevent a possible generalization around 150
that would interfere with the effects around 60) and tested
orientation discrimination in the same way as in the first exper-
iment (four naive subjects performed the orientation-discrimi-
nation test after each exposure; two experienced subjects
performed a discrimination test every two exposure sessions;
see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). After ten expo-
sure sessions, subjects were required to discriminate orienta-
tions away from 60 (target orientations ranged between
20 and 60, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures)
by measuring orientation-discrimination thresholds at the
attended and unattended locations (Figures 3A and 3B illus-
trate the discrimination thresholds for two representative
subjects). We normalized the discrimination thresholds (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures) both on the basis of
the maximum and minimum performance (Figure 3C; normal-
ized threshold) and on the basis of the performance at the
trained orientation (Figure 3D; relative threshold). As expected,
we found that for all three spatial locations, the discrimination
performanceacrosssubjectsgraduallydecreasedasafunction
of increasing difference between the exposed and test orienta-
tions [Figure 3C: F(4,20) = 10.6, p < 1024, two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA; Figure 3D: F(3,15) = 4.47, p < 0.02]. Such
dependency is a distinct feature of the perceptual learning of
elementary features [3, 13–18] and argues for the involvementof early and mid-level visual cortical areas in mediating learning
(these areas are known to represent stimulus features with the
finest resolution).
The degree of generalization was location dependent
[normalized threshold: F(2,10) = 4.49, p < 0.05; relative
threshold: F(2,10) = 12.02, p < 0.002]. Contrary to expectation,
we found that the learning performance at the unattended
location showed a higher degree of generalization than that
at the attended location [normalized threshold: F(1,5) = 10.84,
p < 0.02; relative threshold: F(1,5) = 15.83, p < 0.01] despite
the fact that the performance at the trained orientation was
higher in the attended condition (p < 0.02, post-hoc paired-
t test). That is, the relative discrimination threshold at the unat-
tended location was significantly lower for target orientations
within 30 away from the exposed orientation than the discrim-
ination threshold at the attended location (Figure 3D; 10:
p < 0.002, post-hoc paired t test; 20: p < 0.05; 30: p < 0.01;
40: p = 0.054). We also observed a mild generalization at the
control location that most likely reflects the subjects’ exposure
to the trained orientation during the orientation-discrimination
tests. Overall, these results indicate that whereas attention to
the stimuli presented during exposure improves orientation
discrimination, the improvement is tuned to the exposed orien-
tation. In contrast, passive exposure caused a higher degree
of generalization (on average, the discrimination threshold at
the attended location was increased by w100% for orienta-
tions up to 20 away from the trained orientation, whereas
at the unattended location the threshold was increased by
onlyw10%; Figure 3D).
Complex Stimuli
Is the greater learning generalization at the unattended loca-
tion manifested when complex stimuli, such as natural image
texture, are presented after orientation exposure? In principle,
repeated exposure to oriented stimuli could induce long-term
plasticity in early-level cortical networks to improve neuronal
discrimination performance along the exposed axes [22].
Figure 3. Orientation Generalization
(A and B) Discrimination thresholds for two
subjects tested in orientation generalization.
Subjects showed a higher degree of generaliza-
tion at the unattended location. Performance
was decreased when subjects were tested for
other orientations than the exposed ones; the
lack of generalization was more pronounced for
the attended location.
(C) Normalized thresholds for the six tested
subjects. We normalized the discrimination
threshold for each subject between 0 and 1.
Performance at the trained orientation was higher
in the attended condition than in the unattended
condition (p < 0.02, post-hoc paired t test).
However, performance was better at the unat-
tended location for test orientation 10–20
away from the trained one (p < 0.02 and p <
0.04, respectively).
(D) Orientation-discrimination thresholds for
each of the subjects were normalized to the
threshold for the exposed orientation (i.e., 60).
The unattended location showed a greater
degree of generalization than the attended
location. The relative discrimination threshold
at the unattended location was significantly
lower than that of the attended location for target
orientations within 30 away from the trained
orientation (10: p < 0.002; 20: p < 0.05; 30:
p < 0.01; 40: p = 0.054). At the attended location, the relative threshold was increased byw100% for test orientations 20 away from the exposed orien-
tation. In contrast, for the same range of orientations, the relative threshold did not change at the unattended location (w10%).
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could pool and differentiate the signals from early areas to
amplify neuronal discrimination performance when complex
stimuli are presented. We thus hypothesized that the higher
degree of orientation generalization at the unattended location
would be consistent with a higher discrimination performance
for unattended natural images composed of orientation
signals around the exposed axes. We tested this hypothesis
by asking subjects to discriminate natural image textures after
the completion of the orientation exposure stage (described in
Figure 1). We performed image-discrimination tests at both the
unattended and attended locations (Figures S1A and S1B) by
successively flashing images that were slightly tilted relative
to each other (a target stimulus was followed by a test stimulus
that was either identical to the target or rotated by 610 with
respect to the target). At the end of each trial, subjects were
asked to judge whether the test was the same or different
from the target (the number of match and nonmatch stimuli
was identical). In principle, it is possible, that, because of the
rich orientation representation of natural images [23, 24],
improving orientation discrimination through exposure-based
learning could lead to an improvement in the discrimination of
those complex stimuli with strong orientation signals around
the exposed axes.
We thus measured the orientation spectrum of the natural
images used in our experiment (Figure S1C) by calculating
the orientation magnitude histogram [23, 25, 26]. We first
tested whether the overall orientation content of natural image
textures impacts performance in the image-discrimination
task and found that images with strong orientation signals
along the exposed axes were associated with higher discrim-
ination performance (by pooling all the exposed conditions
regardless of attention). Indeed, we found a significant corre-
lation between the strength of orientation signals in each
scene and the postexposure image discriminability, d’ (r2 =
0.35, p < 10212; Figure 4A). This raises the issue of whetherand how attention modulates the postexposure increase in
image-discrimination performance. Although previous studies
of perceptual learning have shown that learning performance
is highly specific to the stimuli used during training, our finding
that repeated orientation exposure improves orientation-
discrimination performance for a broader range of orientations
at the unattended than the attended location (Figure 3)
predicts higher discrimination performance for images pre-
sented at the unattended location.
This prediction was tested by computing an exposed orien-
tation index (EOI, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures)
that quantifies, for each image, the relative strength of orienta-
tion signals along the exposure axes. Subsequently, we
divided the images into two groups, low and high EOI, depend-
ing on whether the EOI of each image was lower or higher than
the median. We tested whether the image-discrimination
performance (d’) depended on the EOI level (low or high) and
the spatial location (attended versus unattended). We found
that the discrimination performance depended on both
factors, EOI [F(1,7) = 14.75, p < 0.01, two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA] and spatial location [F(1,7) = 10.54, p <
0.02], in a significant manner, although the interaction between
these two factors was not statistically significant [F(1,7) = 0.23,
p > 0.6]. Our results indicate that EOI had a clear effect on the
image-discrimination performance—we found a 32% increase
in image discrimination, d’, by comparing the discrimination
performance for high versus low EOI images (Figure 4B, by
pooling the responses at both attended and unattended
locations; p < 0.001, post-hoc t test; see also Figure S2).
Furthermore, this analysis confirms our hypothesis that the
image-discrimination performance at the unattended location
is greater than that at the attended location for all the images in
our set (the performance increase was 16%, p < 0.02, post-hoc
paired t test, Figure 4C).
These results demonstrate that feature-based learning by
passive exposure to elementary features, such as orientation,
leads to robust improvement in the discrimination of complex
stimuli along the exposed axes despite the fact that subjects
had no prior experience with these stimuli. Moreover, we found
that a critical feature of perceptual learning, stimulus general-
ization, is enhanced when the stimuli presented during expo-
sure are not attended.
Discussion
We have demonstrated an unexpected relationship between
spatial attention and the capacity of the visual system to learn
Figure 4. Greater Stimulus Generalization at the Unattended Location
(A) Images with high orientation content are easier to discriminate. We found
a significant correlation (r2 = 0.35, p < 10212) between the amount of orien-
tation content in each image and the discrimination performance (d’). The
error bars represent the SEM for each image computed by pooling all the
subjects and conditions.
(B) Images with high exposed orientation index are easier to discriminate.
We found that the discrimination performance (d’) increased by 32% for
the images with higher EOI (**p < 0.001).
(C) Increased discrimination performance at the unattended exposed loca-
tion. Subjects had an improved discrimination performance when images
were presented at the unattended location (the performance increase was
16%; *p < 0.02). Error bars represent SEM.
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to discriminate nearby stimuli when they are presented around
the exposure axes, it impairs the transfer of learning to stimuli
different from those presented during exposure. Importantly,
when stimuli are unattended, the improvement in discrimina-
tion performance after repeated exposure exhibits greater
generalization than when stimuli are attended. Practice-based
learning has long been considered the major form of percep-
tual plasticity in the adult brain. Although it is well accepted
that ‘‘practice makes perfect,’’ we show here that robust
learning can arise from passive, effortless, exposure to
elementary stimuli. Indeed, stimulus exposure in the absence
of attention offers superior learning for a broad range of orien-
tations and improved discrimination performance when
complex stimuli, such as natural images, are used in the
discrimination task. Although it is clear that orientation signals
represent only a subset of the signals present in natural image
textures, we found it interesting that performance in the
image-discrimination task is significantly correlated with stim-
ulus orientation during exposure.
In principle, our results could be explained by invoking
feature-specific mechanisms activated by the exposure
stimuli that are initiated in early visual cortex and, subse-
quently, affect neuronal performance along the entire visual
pathway. Indeed, exposing visual cortical neurons to oriented
stimuli for a few hundreds of milliseconds has been shown to
transiently modulate orientation tuning curves [25, 27] and
orientation-discrimination performance [28]. The changes in
neuronal selectivity after brief stimulus exposure could be
explained by invoking a combination of short-term synaptic
plasticity mechanisms [29, 30] and intracortical interactions
[31–33]. Thus, it has been recently reported that neural popu-
lations in the mouse visual cortex show increased responsive-
ness after passive day-by-day exposure to gratings of fixed
orientations despite the fact that animals were not required
to attend the stimuli [22]. Therefore, it is conceivable that
repeated exposure to orientations could induce persistent
plasticity (at least on the order of days) in local cortical circuits
activated by the exposure stimuli to improve neuronal discrim-
ination performance along the exposed axes. Subsequently,
we propose that neurons at the later stages of visual process-
ing could amplify neural signals from lower areas when
complex stimuli are presented.
We found that the postexposure discrimination improve-
ment occurred for a broader range of orientations when stimuli
were unattended than they were attended. However, the
discriminability at the trained orientation was higher for the at-
tended location. What possible neural mechanisms could
underlie this apparent paradoxical effect? Recently, Tsushima
et al. [34] found that exposure-based learning occurred only
when the task-irrelevant exposure stimulus was weak. They
proposed that learning is impaired when strong task-irrelevant
stimuli are presented because spatial attention inhibits task-
irrelevant features. Similarly, it is possible that feature-based
attention increases the local inhibition to the neuronal popula-
tions tuned away from the trained orientation. This increase in
inhibition could enhance orientation discrimination at the
trained orientations and impair discrimination around the
untrained orientations and thus possibly underlie the improved
plasticity at the exposed orientation. In contrast, stimulus
exposure at the unattended location could decrease the local
inhibition to the neuronal populations tuned away from the
exposed orientation, which could improve orientation discrim-
ination and plasticity away from the exposed orientation.
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ticity of sensory systems when they are repeatedly exposed
to incoming stimuli. We suggest that long-term sensory adapta-
tion by passive exposure constitutes a primitive form of plas-
ticity that is complementary to practice, attention-based,
learning. Indeed, it is commonly assumed that spatial attention
is restricted to a small fraction of the environmental signals,
thus preventing the processing of irrelevant stimuli. However,
given the richness of the information that is not attended, it is
conceivable that the brain has developed mechanisms to take
advantage of the signals outside the spotlight of attention. It
is thus possible that unattended signals have the capacity to
induce strong bottom-up plasticity and cause learning on the
basis of their frequency ofoccurrence [9]. This isentirely consis-
tent with our results. Despite the fact thatsubjects had the same
degree of stimulus exposure at the unattended and attended
locations, the stimulus generalization at the unattended loca-
tion was significantly greater than that at the attended location.
We thus propose that exposure learning may offer specific
advantages by reducing the constraints on stimulus generaliza-
tion of perceptual learning. Although the main disadvantage of
exposure learning may be that it allows irrelevant information to
be processed by sensory systems and influence behavior, the
effects induced by inattentive exposure could subsequently
lead to redirecting attentional resources toward previously
ignored, but frequently presented, environmental stimuli to
improve perception. Moreover, under certain circumstances,
the processing of irrelevant information could be also advanta-
geous. Specifically, it has been shown that exposure-based
learning of task-irrelevant features occurs only when they
were temporally paired with task-relevant features. In this
way, it could be ecologically advantageous to learn the unat-
tended features that co-occur with the attended ones [35, 36].
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